In this, the sixth year of the Extreme Nest Makeover, your residents continued to amaze us with their creativity! Each and every one of the entries were unique and a joy to see.

The purpose of activities is not to kill time; but to make time live; not to keep a person occupied but to keep him refreshed; not to offer an escape from life, but to provide a discovery of life.

~Unknown

THANK YOU to the activity staff who involved their residents in this year’s event. You are all instrumental in the joy this brings to the residents.

As with everything we do, our focus is resident ability and we see lots of ability in your residents. You will too as you take a look at what’s been filling our mailbox. You might even get some great ideas for next year!

Thanks again!

“Thank you for the wonderful opportunity for our resident’s to enter your contest. They had a wonderful time making their birdhouses.” ~ Andy P, Activity Assistant

These residents won 2nd Prize
Mille Lacs Health System Long Term Care

These residents won 1st Prize

THANK YOU!
WE HAD A BLAST!!!!

~ Amber S, Activity Director / PC
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“We had fun adding it to our activities for National Assisted Living Week here at Off Broadway Assisted Living. Thank you for the craft idea, thought we’d send some pictures along to show how they turned out!”

~ Alissa S - Office Mgr
“The residents of Thief River Care Center created their beautiful nests as a fun activity for Nursing Home Week.”
~ Lori T, Activity Director/PC
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Horizons Care Center

Louise M, Marie K, Cora W, Dorothy S, Alice W

Birches Assisted Living
“I hope you enjoy the birdhouses our residents have made. It was a wonderful project and they had a lot of fun thinking up ideas. We also had our own contest and our winners were Mary P, Shirley W, and Mary K. Thank you for letting us be a part of such a fun and creative project.”

~ Beth M, Life Enrichment Assistant/PC
“Thank you so much for this wonderful opportunity! Our residents had such a fun time decorating the nests!”

~ Sara M, Recreation & Engagement Director
Good Samaritan Society
Fort Collins
Rehabilitation Center of Independence
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It has been truly wonderful to see the creativity of your residents this year.

We look forward to what they’ll do next!

While the next Extreme Nest Makeover hasn’t officially kicked off, nests are available now.

They are $1 each + tax/shipping through Customer Service.

Just call 605-372-4444 or email customercare@mylivingdesign.com

Thanks again for a great year!